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TOURISM IS UNIQUETOURISM IS UNIQUE ::

�� Tourism is the largest migration Tourism is the largest migration 
in human history in human history –– and it happens and it happens 
every yearevery year

��TourismTourism takestakes the client to the  the client to the  
productproduct, not the , not the productproduct to the client to the client 
likelike otherother sectorssectors

��Tourism is the top of the food Tourism is the top of the food 
chain chain -- dependent on ecological dependent on ecological 
integrity, cultural diversity personal integrity, cultural diversity personal 
safety and economic stabilitysafety and economic stability

��Tourism is a stimulant for Tourism is a stimulant for 
alterations, both positive  and alterations, both positive  and 
negative in targeted destinationsnegative in targeted destinations

��Tourism is vulnerable to events Tourism is vulnerable to events 
which may be beyond its control.which may be beyond its control.

��TourismTourism isis veryvery riskrisk--averse            averse            
-- cancan change change rapidlyrapidly due to  real or due to  real or 
perceivedperceived riskrisk

Tourisk Inc.Lahore, Pakistan



Targets for TourismTargets for Tourism

Tourism focuses on:Tourism focuses on:

�� Coastal zonesCoastal zones

�� Exceptional sites:Exceptional sites:
–– Unique geology and ecologyUnique geology and ecology

–– Interesting plants and animalsInteresting plants and animals

–– Relic and disappearing culturesRelic and disappearing cultures

–– ““DifferentDifferent”” communitiescommunities

–– Archaeological treasuresArchaeological treasures

�� The worldThe world’’s special and s special and 

fragile places fragile places 

Guanabo Cuba

Brimstone 
Hill St Kitts

Tourisk Inc.



Increasingly, tourists of all ages 
and capabilities seek access to 
the unique and the fragile – on 
foot or by other means

Crimean PeninsulaTourisk Inc.



Remote  communities are 
hosts to many seeking unique 
experiences and exposure to 
local culture and cuisine

Lofoten Norway Tourisk Inc.



Tourism sells Images

Tourisk Inc.



Destinations can be vulnerable:Destinations can be vulnerable:

Sri Lanka

Indonesia
Portugal

Chile Mexico

Tourisk Inc.



Challenges for Tourism in RiskChallenges for Tourism in Risk--
Prone Destinations Prone Destinations 

�� Known risks Known risks –– flood, tsunami, flood, tsunami, 
earthquake, civil disturbance, disease earthquake, civil disturbance, disease ––
all are problematic for tourismall are problematic for tourism

�� Tourism is very riskTourism is very risk--averseaverse
�� Tourists may be difficult to contact Tourists may be difficult to contact 

before they arrive to inform them of before they arrive to inform them of 
risks or dangersrisks or dangers

�� Decisions to visit are made on partial Decisions to visit are made on partial 
information or on assumptions and information or on assumptions and 
imageimage

�� Disaster events create both real and Disaster events create both real and 
perceived damageperceived damage

�� Impacts can last for a long time, even if Impacts can last for a long time, even if 
the physical damage can be repaired the physical damage can be repaired 
quickly quickly 

Phuket ThailandTourisk Inc.



Risk and Risk and 
IndicatorsIndicators

�� WTO program on Indicators of WTO program on Indicators of 
Sustainable Development for Sustainable Development for 
Tourism Destinations is Tourism Destinations is 
essentially a risk management essentially a risk management 
systemsystem

�� Focus is on anticipation and Focus is on anticipation and 
prevention of risk prevention of risk 
–– Short term eventsShort term events
–– Long term sustainabilityLong term sustainability

�� This is directly relevant to This is directly relevant to 
hazards hazards 

�� Emphasis is on hazard Emphasis is on hazard 
identification, mitigation, identification, mitigation, 
emergency preparedness emergency preparedness 

and recoveryand recovery
�� Indicators are a key building blockIndicators are a key building block Tsunami strikes Phuket

Tourisk Inc.

Ottawa Canada



Issues and Issues and 
IndicatorsIndicators

�� The central elements of the The central elements of the 
WTO process are:WTO process are:

�� 1) to identify key issues 1) to identify key issues 
(problems, opportunities, (problems, opportunities, 
concerns) where information or concerns) where information or 
indicators are needed, and indicators are needed, and 

�� 2) to develop indicators with their 2) to develop indicators with their 
specific measures to allow the specific measures to allow the 
issues be better understood and issues be better understood and 
managedmanaged

�� 3) to integrate the indicators into 3) to integrate the indicators into 
a comprehensive planning and a comprehensive planning and 
management process aimed at management process aimed at 
sustainabilitysustainability

Challenge: to make the indicators Challenge: to make the indicators 
useful both for short term useful both for short term 
management needs and  management needs and  
longer term sustainabilitylonger term sustainability

Tourisk Inc.
Ugljan Croatia



The focus for these issues, and the The focus for these issues, and the 
delivery of solutions is the destinationdelivery of solutions is the destination

Victoria Falls 
Zimbabwe

Banff Canada

Petra Jordan

Huangshan

Tourisk Inc.



Key Issues Where Indicators are RequiredKey Issues Where Indicators are Required

�� WTO task force has identified approximately 50 WTO task force has identified approximately 50 
issue areas common to destinationsissue areas common to destinations

�� Issues, with corresponding indicators fall Issues, with corresponding indicators fall 
into many categories:into many categories:

–– Community wellbeing, sustaining cultural Community wellbeing, sustaining cultural 
assets, community participation, assets, community participation, 
tourist wellbeingtourist wellbeing

–– Capturing economic benefits, sustaining the Capturing economic benefits, sustaining the 
tourism product, tourism product, 

–– Protection of natural assets, Protection of natural assets, 
managing  resources, limiting managing  resources, limiting 
negative impactsnegative impacts

–– Destination planning, designing Destination planning, designing 
green   products and services, green   products and services, 
controlling  tourist activities, controlling  tourist activities, 
managing qualitymanaging quality

Note that all of these areas can be impacted Note that all of these areas can be impacted 
by natural, social, or economic by natural, social, or economic 
events.events.

The indicators help to understand The indicators help to understand 
the impacts and responsethe impacts and response

Tbilisi GeorgiaTourisk Inc.



Why Indicators of SustainabWhy Indicators of Sustainability?ility?
Decision-makers need to 

know:
� What is occurring with the main 

risks to the destination and to 
tourism
– The impacts of specific activities 

(e.g tourism)
on the ecology, society and 
culture  and economy of the 
destination.

– Their performance with respect 
to attainment of goals for 
tourism and for the destination 
as a whole

� The objective is to reduce future 
risks to the ecological, socio-
cultural and economic functions 
of regions (destinations) to the 
benefit of all.Kochi India Tourisk Inc.



Good Indicators areGood Indicators are::
�� RelevantRelevant: : important to important to 

real real decisionsdecisions
�� FeasibleFeasible: : Practical to Practical to 

obtain, cobtain, currenturrent, , 
accessible accessible whenwhen neededneeded

�� CredibleCredible: : objective and   objective and   
based on good sciencebased on good science

�� ClearClear:: understandable understandable 
and  meaningful to users and  meaningful to users 
-- affecting their decisionsaffecting their decisions

�� ComparableComparable: : cancan show show 
changes over time and changes over time and 
betweenbetween destinationsdestinations

Tourisk Inc.San Blas Islands Panama



Typical issues and indicators:  CulturalTypical issues and indicators:  Cultural
�� Maintaining local satisfaction (% who agree that tourism Maintaining local satisfaction (% who agree that tourism 

is positive for community)is positive for community)
�� Maintaining cultural assets (% of tourist revenues which Maintaining cultural assets (% of tourist revenues which 

go to maintain or conserve key sites and structures)go to maintain or conserve key sites and structures)
�� Maintaining security (number of                     Maintaining security (number of                     

crimes affecting/involving tourists                   crimes affecting/involving tourists                   
and locals)and locals)

�� Tourist wellbeing (% tourists who                      Tourist wellbeing (% tourists who                      
feel safe in the destination) feel safe in the destination) 

�� Health and security (% with waterHealth and security (% with water
borne diseases, % harassed )borne diseases, % harassed )

�� Sex tourism (level of response, Sex tourism (level of response, 
organization for solution) organization for solution) 

Kykko Monastery 
Cyprus

Tourisk Inc.



Ecological Sensitivity Ecological Sensitivity 
�� What are the key ecological assets?What are the key ecological assets?
�� Are risks and dangerous sites known?Are risks and dangerous sites known?
�� How fragile or sensitive are these How fragile or sensitive are these –– to different types to different types 

and levels of use?and levels of use?
�� Can development or uses be designed to respect the Can development or uses be designed to respect the 

key sensitivities?key sensitivities?
�� Can activities be managed Can activities be managed 

to eliminate unacceptable to eliminate unacceptable 
risks or impacts?risks or impacts?

�� Can a management plan Can a management plan 
reduce or mitigatereduce or mitigate
negative effects? negative effects? 

�� Can we measure our Can we measure our 
progress?progress?

Point Pelee Canada Tourisk Inc.



Typical issues and Typical issues and 
indicators: indicators: 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental

�� Climate change (measures of Climate change (measures of 
vulnerability and response) vulnerability and response) 

�� Managing destinations within  carrying capacity (tourists per Managing destinations within  carrying capacity (tourists per 
square metre in peak day/season,  % area degraded)square metre in peak day/season,  % area degraded)

�� Energy management (use per day per tourist, ratio per Energy management (use per day per tourist, ratio per 
capita local use to tourist use) capita local use to tourist use) 

�� Water availability (% annual supply in use, # days shortage Water availability (% annual supply in use, # days shortage 
per year, cost of new water)per year, cost of new water)

�� Sewage (% waste water treated to standard, number of Sewage (% waste water treated to standard, number of 
contamination events)contamination events)

�� Visual pollution (% buildings in vernacular architecture,       Visual pollution (% buildings in vernacular architecture,       
% hotels in degraded state)% hotels in degraded state)

Otway Sound, Chile

Tourisk Inc.



Typical issues and Typical issues and 
indicators: Economicindicators: Economic

�� Reducing seasonality (ratio of Reducing seasonality (ratio of 
tourist arrivals peak month tourist arrivals peak month 
relative to annual mean) relative to annual mean) 

�� Sustaining tourism related Sustaining tourism related 
employment (# jobs in industry, employment (# jobs in industry, 
% local, % full time) % local, % full time) 

�� Reducing currency leakage Reducing currency leakage 
(net benefit per tourist which (net benefit per tourist which 
remains in destination) remains in destination) 

�� Managing the pace of Managing the pace of 
development (% occupancy, development (% occupancy, 
annual build rate)annual build rate)

�� Value for money (tourist Value for money (tourist 
perception)  perception)  

�� Cost of market (Cost of market (re)positioningre)positioning

NelsonNelson’’ s Dockyard Antiguas Dockyard Antigua
Tourisk Inc.



Typical issues and indicators:  Typical issues and indicators:  
Tourism ManagementTourism Management

�� Development control (% new tourism enterprises Development control (% new tourism enterprises 
receiving development review) receiving development review) 

�� Transportation (% hotels served by public transport, Transportation (% hotels served by public transport, 
% area used for vehicles)% area used for vehicles)

�� Green tours and products                                        Green tours and products                                        
(% having certification,                                        (% having certification,                                        
% hotels with EMS)% hotels with EMS)

�� Controlling use intensity                                       Controlling use intensity                                       
(persons per hectare in peak                              (persons per hectare in peak                              
period, persons per toilet)period, persons per toilet)

�� Protecting Image (% tourists                                   Protecting Image (% tourists                                   
who rate elements of image                                    who rate elements of image                                    
high on exit questionnaire )high on exit questionnaire )

�� Image of destinationImage of destination

Forbidden City, Beijing, ChinaTourisk Inc.



Suggested WTO Baseline Issues Suggested WTO Baseline Issues 
for All Destinationsfor All Destinations

�� Local satisfaction with Local satisfaction with 
tourismtourism

�� Effects of tourism on Effects of tourism on 
communitiescommunities

�� Sustaining tourist Sustaining tourist 
satisfactionsatisfaction

�� Tourism seasonalityTourism seasonality
�� Economic benefits of Economic benefits of 

tourismtourism
�� Energy managementEnergy management

�� Water availability and Water availability and 
conservationconservation

�� Drinking water qualityDrinking water quality
�� Sewage treatmentSewage treatment
�� Solid waste Solid waste 

managementmanagement
�� Development controlDevelopment control
�� Controlling use Controlling use 

intensityintensity
Note that specific indicators and Note that specific indicators and 

means of measurement are means of measurement are 
also suggested for eachalso suggested for each

Tourisk Inc.



Indicators in the context of recoveryIndicators in the context of recovery
(e.g., SARS, Floods, Drought, Earthquakes, Terrorism,  (e.g., SARS, Floods, Drought, Earthquakes, Terrorism,  

Tsunami,  Negative publicity)Tsunami,  Negative publicity)

�� Measure degree of Measure degree of 
damage and to whatdamage and to what

�� Measure pace of recovery Measure pace of recovery 
of industry, infrastructure, of industry, infrastructure, 
attractionsattractions

�� Provide data to assure Provide data to assure 
market that assets are still market that assets are still 
therethere

�� Critical to local and Critical to local and 
regional marketingregional marketing

�� Image indicators are as Image indicators are as 
important as substantive important as substantive 
onesones Blue Flag beach, Varna Bulgaria

Tourisk Inc.



Risk Management and Response:Risk Management and Response:
The Indian Ocean Tsunami CaseThe Indian Ocean Tsunami Case

�� December 26 2004 an earthquake December 26 2004 an earthquake 
off Sumatra created a tsunami off Sumatra created a tsunami 
which struck coastal destinations which struck coastal destinations 
across the Indian oceanacross the Indian ocean

�� AcehAceh Indonesia was the worst Indonesia was the worst 
affected both by earthquake and affected both by earthquake and 
tsunamitsunami

�� Tourist destinations from Thailand Tourist destinations from Thailand 
to Kenya were impactedto Kenya were impacted

�� Tourist destinations: Phuket, Tourist destinations: Phuket, KoKo
Phi Phi and Phi Phi and KhaoKhao LakLak Thailand,  Thailand,  
GalleGalle and and UnawatunaUnawatuna Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka, 
the Maldives, Mombasa Kenya, the Maldives, Mombasa Kenya, 
Seychelles all were directly hit by Seychelles all were directly hit by 
the tsunamithe tsunami

�� The world saw the tsunami through The world saw the tsunami through 
the lens of tourist cameras the lens of tourist cameras ––
repeated globally on newscasts for repeated globally on newscasts for 
several weeks.several weeks.

Tourisk Inc.



Key Findings from Key Findings from 
Phuket: ImpactPhuket: Impact

�� Impact was immediate and profoundImpact was immediate and profound

�� Image of devastation was far worse than the Image of devastation was far worse than the 
realityreality

�� Physical impact extended only a few hundred Physical impact extended only a few hundred 
meters inland; two blocks back from the beach meters inland; two blocks back from the beach 
was unharmedwas unharmed

�� Tourists were the most affected Tourists were the most affected –– they were on the they were on the 
beachbeach

�� Small local enterprises on beach were eradicatedSmall local enterprises on beach were eradicated

Tourisk Inc.
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Patong Thailand

May 2005
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Kamala Beach 
Thaland, May 2005



Key impacts on other Indian Ocean Tourism Key impacts on other Indian Ocean Tourism 

Destinations: Sri LankaDestinations: Sri Lanka

Beruwala Sri LankaTourisk Inc.

Sri Lanka: Major damage to 
beach locations such as Galle
Bentota Beruwala – with damage 
to hotels and beach structures

Major damage to boats and 
coastal communities



Impacts of the Tsunami: MaldivesImpacts of the Tsunami: Maldives
�� Waves swept over the Waves swept over the 

tiny low islandstiny low islands
�� Structural damage to Structural damage to 

reefs and cabanasreefs and cabanas
�� Most damage was to Most damage was to 

resorts on east side of resorts on east side of 
atolls. atolls. 

�� 13 resorts (of 83) were 13 resorts (of 83) were 
badly damagedbadly damaged

Tourisk Inc.



Impacts of the Tsunami:Impacts of the Tsunami:
SeychellesSeychelles

�� Limited damage to beach front Limited damage to beach front 
structures, hotels and structures, hotels and 
restaurantsrestaurants

�� Majority of hotels on side Majority of hotels on side 
away from the impactaway from the impact

�� Most of those affected reMost of those affected re--
opened within one monthopened within one month

�� Low death toll Low death toll –– due to timing due to timing 
on holiday morningon holiday morning

�� Limited reef damageLimited reef damage



Impacts of the Tsunami: KenyaImpacts of the Tsunami: Kenya

Tourisk Inc. 

�� Limited local damage to Limited local damage to 
wharves reefs and duneswharves reefs and dunes

�� No loss of life No loss of life –– warning warning 
telephoned to all beaches telephoned to all beaches 
about one hour ahead of about one hour ahead of 
arrival of wavearrival of wave

Nyali Beach, Mombasa

Watamu



Lessons from Lessons from 
PhuketPhuket

�� Key issue was lack of Key issue was lack of 
preparedness preparedness –– now now 
remediedremedied

�� Immediate impact was Immediate impact was 
devastating in terms of devastating in terms of 
lives and coastal propertylives and coastal property

�� Physical recovery was Physical recovery was 
fast; market recovery has fast; market recovery has 
still not happened still not happened 
completelycompletely

�� Focus on indicators has Focus on indicators has 
helped provide clarityhelped provide clarity

Tourisk Inc.



Phang Nga
Thailand

Tourisk Inc.



WTO Process for WTO Process for 
Indicators DevelopmentIndicators Development

1.1. Definition of Definition of 
destination/its tourismdestination/its tourism

2.2. Use of participatory Use of participatory 
processesprocesses

3.3. Tourism assets and Tourism assets and 
risks/sensitivityrisks/sensitivity

4.4. Long term vision or Long term vision or 
plan for destinationplan for destination

5.5. Selection of priority Selection of priority 
issues and policy issues and policy 
questionsquestions

6.6. Wish list of potential Wish list of potential 
indicatorsindicators

7.7. Inventory of data Inventory of data 
sourcessources

8.8. Indicators selectionIndicators selection
9.9. Evaluation of feasibility Evaluation of feasibility 

for implementationfor implementation
10.10. Data collection and Data collection and 

analysisanalysis
11.11. Accountability and Accountability and 

communicationcommunication
12.12. Monitoring and Monitoring and 

evaluationevaluation

Tourisk Inc.



Key Indicators of RecoveryKey Indicators of Recovery

�� % hotels back in business (94% after two months)% hotels back in business (94% after two months)
�� Shops back in operationShops back in operation
�� Tourist numbers (under 30% after four months)Tourist numbers (under 30% after four months)
�� Number of tourism employees with jobsNumber of tourism employees with jobs
�� % beach area with rapid early warning system% beach area with rapid early warning system
�� % tourists who understand warning system% tourists who understand warning system
�� % tourists who now think Phuket is a safe place to % tourists who now think Phuket is a safe place to 

visitvisit
�� % new construction which respects new standards % new construction which respects new standards 

(with risk reduction)(with risk reduction)
�� % hotels and restaurants outside potential impact area% hotels and restaurants outside potential impact area

Tourisk Inc.
Patong Thailand 
MAY 2005



% of seafront shops back in 
operation Tourisk Inc.



% of original beach vendors 
back in operationKamala Beach 

Thailand Tourisk Inc.



Number of boats replaced: 
% of original 

Tourisk Inc.

Hat Nai Phuket



Rationale for the Rationale for the 
WTO approachWTO approach

�� The indicators used are destination The indicators used are destination 
specific, responding to the key needs specific, responding to the key needs 
of each place (community, site, resort) of each place (community, site, resort) 

–– in both short and long term.in both short and long term.
---- risks from all perspectivesrisks from all perspectives

�� Participatory approach helps both get Participatory approach helps both get 
information and generate buyinformation and generate buy--in from all stakeholdersin from all stakeholders

�� Baseline indicators are suggested for all destinations Baseline indicators are suggested for all destinations –– to help in to help in 
comparison and standardization) and encourage communicationcomparison and standardization) and encourage communication

�� Options are provided regarding  means of measurement to allow Options are provided regarding  means of measurement to allow 
destinations at different stages in process to begin to use and destinations at different stages in process to begin to use and 
develop indicators develop indicators 

�� Long term objective is to have international standard set in useLong term objective is to have international standard set in use by by 
most destinationsmost destinations–– to help in benchmarking and information to help in benchmarking and information 
exchange, while allowing each destination to have its own specifexchange, while allowing each destination to have its own specific ic 
indicators which respond to its needsindicators which respond to its needs

Tourisk Inc. 

Emerald Lake, Canada



Risks and Indicators: Risks and Indicators: 
Some Cases FollowSome Cases Follow

Indicators can be used to measure risk and Indicators can be used to measure risk and 
response in many situations regarding response in many situations regarding 
tourism.tourism.

Tourisk Inc.
Chalong Bay 
Thailand



• Historic city in unique rock 
citadel / desert setting

• UNESCO heritage site
• Concentrated tourist use 

in narrow canyon
• Concerns are access, 

degradation of site / 
artifacts,  cleanup,  
commercialization,      
need for site planning

Petra, Jordan

Key indicators: use levels, waste 
management levels, repair costs

Terrorism risk and reaction Tourisk Inc.



Coastal Coastal 
ZonesZones

IssueIssue

Ecological destructionEcological destruction

Beach degradationBeach degradation

Use intensityUse intensity

Exposure to risk from Exposure to risk from 
storms, flood, storms, flood, 
seismic eventsseismic events

IndicatorsIndicators

Amount degraded  (%/area in degraded state)Amount degraded  (%/area in degraded state)

Levels of erosion (% of beach eroded )Levels of erosion (% of beach eroded )

Density of visitors  (Persons per m2)Density of visitors  (Persons per m2)

Number/% persons in high risk zonesNumber/% persons in high risk zones

% of persons within reach of warning system% of persons within reach of warning system

Tourisk Inc. 

Pleasant Bay , Nova 
Scotia, Canada

Galveston Island 
Texas USA



Cozumel, Cozumel, 
MexicoMexico

�� Island cruise ship Island cruise ship 
destination destination -- up to       up to       
11 ships per day 11 ships per day 

�� Fragile reef Fragile reef 
ecosystemecosystem

�� Visitor numbers may Visitor numbers may 
equal resident equal resident 
populationpopulation

�� Limited water Limited water 
availabilityavailability

�� In path of many In path of many 
Atlantic hurricanes Atlantic hurricanes 

Key Indicators: total tourist numbers, ratio to locals, water  use, 
levels of ecosystem protection, currency leakage, % cruises 
redirected due to storms, damage to reefs and wharves, 
% tourists who believe Cozumel is a safe place to visit Tourisk Inc.



Indicators Case:Indicators Case:
Mexcaltitan MexicoMexcaltitan Mexico

� Island in swamp – flood prone
� 2000 year history
� Shrimp production
� Little tourism yet
� Not prepared for 

influx

Key Indicators:
• Water supply
• Peak tourist numbers
• Sewage 
• Cultural disruption -

crime  data
• Level of planning 
• Garbage control
• Preparedness 

Tourisk Inc.



SWOT SWOT ––
A useful toolA useful tool

�� STRENGTHS STRENGTHS –– key assets, location, key assets, location, 
special events, historyspecial events, history

�� WEAKNESSES WEAKNESSES –– lack of assets, poor lack of assets, poor 
location, risks, negative impactslocation, risks, negative impacts

�� OPPORTUNITIES OPPORTUNITIES –– potential as yet potential as yet 
unrealized, possible positive changesunrealized, possible positive changes

�� THREATS THREATS –– potential negative changes potential negative changes 
which could harm the assets or which could harm the assets or 
undermine the image or experienceundermine the image or experience

Best used in a participatory forum Best used in a participatory forum –– to take to take 
advantage of the collective knowledge advantage of the collective knowledge 
and experience.and experience.

Can lead to definition of specific goals, and Can lead to definition of specific goals, and 
measures . Can be important element in measures . Can be important element in 
many forms of   assessment and many forms of   assessment and 
planning, including risk management.planning, including risk management.

Varadero 
Cuba

Tourisk Inc.
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Muslim Stilt 
Village Phang
Nga Bay 
Thailand







Longji Terraces 
Guanxi China



Sources and Sources and 
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www.tourisk.com

www.world-tourism.org

All Photography (except tsunami wave) by Ted 
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Tsunami wave photo from Associated Press


